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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

The recent popularity of creative coding tools and Computational
Creativity approaches are promoting a paradigm shift in the creation, development and production of Graphic Design artefacts. In
this work, we present an evolutionary system for the automatic
typesetting of typographic posters. This system is inspired by the
letterpress typesetting process of the print houses in the earlier 19th
century and employs lexicon-based approaches to recognise the
semantic meaning of the posters’ content. During the evolutionary
process, poster designs are automatically created and evaluated
according to three objectives: legibility, aesthetics, and semantics.
The system allows the users to express their preferences by specifying the intended visual features for the output designs, selecting
the preferable fitness assignment strategy, and controlling different
aspects of the evaluation strategy. We implemented three automatic
strategies to evaluate the fitness of the posters: a multi-criteria hardwired fitness function, a multi-objective optimisation approach, and
a hybrid strategy that combines features from the previous two
strategies. The experimental results demonstrate the ability of the
presented system to generate typographic posters, from scratch,
and show the impact of the different evaluation strategies on the
evolved poster designs. Overall, this research reveals how Evolutionary Computation approaches can be employed to develop novel
co-creative typesetting tools and enable the automatic creation of
customised typographic designs.

Automated Layout, Automatic Fitness Assignment, Evolutionary
Computation, Generative Design, Graphic Design, Hardwired Fitness Function, Multi-Objective Optimisation
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1

INTRODUCTION

Posters are one of the most representative, persistent, and resilient
artefacts of Graphic Design (GD) [5]. They were already present in
the ancient societies, and over the ages, they adjusted to the social
and technological contexts that emerged [8, 22, 24, 37]. Recently, creative coding tools and Computational Creativity (CC) approaches
are becoming popular in GD and Visual Communication scenarios.
The use of these approaches promotes the development of innovative tools, methods, interactions, and production processes to
surpass the nowadays demand for dynamic, customised and flexible
designs [2, 49, 54]. In the poster design scenario, computational
approaches are recurrently employed to create and adapt posters
to modern digital media, to integrate external data on the poster
designs, and to develop customised and interactive experiences for
the viewers.
In this paper, we present an Evolutionary Computation (EC)
system to generate letterpress-inspired posters in an automatic
fashion, following our research on the evolution of poster designs
[50–52]. Lexicon-based approaches are employed to automatically
recognise the emotions and colours related to the posters’ content
and a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that autonomously generates and
evolves the outputs. Each generated poster is evaluated considering three objectives: legibility, i.e. if the content on the poster is
fully readable; aesthetics, i.e. if the poster is visually appealing;
and semantics, i.e. if the visual characteristics of the poster convey
the semantic meaning of its content. The system assigns fitness
to the evolved individuals based on three automatic strategies: a
multi-criteria hardwired fitness function, a multi-objective optimisation approach, and a hybrid strategy that combines features
from the multi-criteria hardwired strategy and the multi-objective
optimisation strategy. Also, the system allows the users to express
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their preferences by specifying the intended visual characteristics
on the outputs, selecting the preferable fitness assignment strategy,
and interactively controlling several aspects related to the evolutionary process. One can access the system, more information and
materials related to this work at cdv.dei.uc.pt/evoposter/.
We conducted a series of experiments to analyse the behaviour
and the results of the system when each one of the proposed fitness
assignment strategies is employed. Overall, the experimental results
show the potential of EC to address the contemporary needs of an
effective, autonomous, scalable, and flexible approach for the generation of GD artefacts. Also, the proposed system demonstrates the
potential of computational design techniques and co-creativity tools
to automate several processes in GD, creating novel, customised
and flexible manners to communicate with people as well as to
stimulate graphic designers’ creativity.
The main contributions presented herein include (i) a generative approach for the automatic typesetting of typographic posters,
concerning the textual purpose and length of its content and the
user preferences; (ii) an evolutionary framework for the evolution
of typographic poster designs; (iii) a letterpress-inspired posters
evaluation measure based on three evaluation objectives (legibility,
aesthetics, and semantics); (iv) three strategies to assign the fitness
of typographic poster designs (multi-criteria hardwired fitness function, multi-objective optimisation approach, and hybrid approach)
and a comparative study between them; and (v) an exploration
of how evolutionary and co-creative approaches may inform the
contemporary GD practices.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
presents the background related to the evolution and evaluation of
GD artefacts. Section 3 comprehensively describes the proposed evolutionary approach. Section 4 reports the experiments conducted
to analyse the results obtained by each strategy. Finally, Section 5
draws the conclusions and points the directions for future work.

2

BACKGROUND

Since the second half of the 20th century, the use of computational
approaches to create GD artefacts has been increasingly explored
while the interest in creative coding tools grows [6, 45, 49, 54]. In
the poster and document design scenario, we highlight the experimental and pioneering works by Muriel Cooper, and her students
at Visible Language Workshop in MIT (e.g. [8]), and John Maeda
(e.g. [34]), who created layouts using tailor-made software and generative approaches. Over time, other designers also employed these
technologies to create visuals for their designs (e.g. [43] or [21]),
to automate the generation of poster designs (e.g. [30] or [43]),
or to develop computer-aided design software for layout design
(e.g. [11] or [12]).
Interactive Evolutionary Computation (IEC) approaches allow
the users to guide the evolution by indicating their favourite evolved
individuals. This approach has been a popular strategy for the evolution of document and poster designs. Gatarski [17] developed a
system to automatically evolve digital banners using the user’s clickthrough as a fitness metric. Quiroz et al. [48] developed an approach
to generate brochure documents where users guide the system by
assessing only a small subset of the results. Morcilllo et al. [42]
created a system, the GAUDII, that generates single-page designs
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using an interactive approach where the users define preferable
design properties. Önduygu [44] developed the system Gráphagos
that generates design compositions through the interactive evolution of certain features of visual elements. Kitamura and Kanoh
[25] interactively evolved poster designs evaluating their visual
characteristics. Denis Klein developed the tool Crossing, Mixing,
Mutating Klein [26] to generate variations in a template using genetic operators. Later, Denis Klein and Lisa Reimann released an
updated version of this tool as an Adobe InDesign plug-in named
Evolving Layout [27].
In Evolutionary Art and Design, automatic fitness assignment
strategies try to model and/or simulate the human evaluation [28,
33]. Over the years, different automatic approaches to assign fitness have been explored, including fitness functions based on Machine Learning techniques (e.g. [58], [9], or [63]), hardwired fitness
functions (e.g. [31], [60], or [14]), multi-objective optimisation approaches (e.g. [20], [4], or [65]), etc.In the context of posters and
documents evolution, as far as we know, some experiments have
been developed, especially adopting hardwired fitness function approaches. Fuchs [16] evolved web page layouts based on the goal
of minimising blank space. Similarly, Goldenberg [19] employed
EC to automatically generate page layouts, minimising the waste
of space on the page. Purvis et al. [47] automatically evolved document layouts using a multi-objective optimisation approach, taking
into consideration a set of layout constraints and desired design
aesthetics. Geigel and Loui [18] evolved layouts for photo books
by evaluating different aesthetics criteria. Similarly, Sandhaus et al.
[55] evolved photo layouts based on rules of layout design.
From our analysis of the related work, we concluded that EC
approaches present a great potential for the automatisation and
support of the creation of poster and document designs, since they
allow the replication of operations often performed by designers
during their creation process. Nevertheless, their current use in this
context is scarce and the existing related work presents some limitations and drawbacks. IEC strategies have been capable of evolving
a wide variety of designs and allow to include the subjectivity of
human evaluation on EC’s systems. However, they provoke users’
fatigue and, consequently, loss of interest and inconsistent evaluations [28, 62]. Alternatively, automatic evaluation strategies can
achieve notable results effortlessly; nevertheless, it is more difficult
for the users to express their preferences to the systems [28, 33].
This way, we believe that automatic approaches may be combined
with some users’ orientation, as explored in other Evolutionary Art
works (e.g. [64], [32] or [35]).

3

APPROACH

The presented system generates typographic posters that organise
a given textual content structured in text boxes that are placed on a
canvas. The workflow of this system is inspired by the production
processes of the letterpress posters in the early 19th century, developed to respond to the necessity of mass communication [22, 37].
At the time, designers composed the visual elements to carry out
a matrix, often in collaboration with the clients. The visual elements were selected from an extensive set of typography resources
(e.g. typefaces, fillets, ornaments, engravings, etc.) and the philosophy of design at the time was to use the maximum of them [22, 37].
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This way, designers composed posters trying to fill all the space
available, using condensed typefaces to longer sentences, wider
typefaces to shorter sentences and emphasised the most important
parts of the content by assigning them more space on the layout.
The system employs lexicon-based approaches to detect the
most important parts of the text content and uses a GA to evolve a
population of posters. The evaluation of posters is based on three
objectives: legibility, aesthetics, and semantics. Also, we implemented three fitness assignment strategies to assess the merit of
each individual: a multi-criteria hardwired fitness function strategy,
a multi-objective optimisation strategy, and a hybrid strategy that
combines a hardwired fitness function part with one multi-objective
optimisation part.
Although the system automatically evaluates the evolved posters,
the users may express their preferences by specifying several settings and intended visual features using a dedicated interface. The
definition of these preferences is aligned with the specifics of typical EC systems, as well as the design and visual characteristics of
letterpress posters (see [7, 37]). Thus, the user can define (i) the fitness assignment strategy employed and its preferences (i.e. weights
or the objective(s) that should be optimised), (ii) the GA settings
i.e. population size, number of generations, probability of each variation operator and elite size), and (iii) visual features of the evolved
posters (i.e. size, grid, letter case, available colours, available typeface(s) and weights). These preferences may be fine-tuned over the
generations. One can incorporate new typefaces into the system
by updating the typefaces settings sheet, which stores information
about the typefaces used, i.e. available weights, paring scores with
other typefaces and paths to the typefaces files. The available colour
tones can also be modified in the colours settings sheet. The users’
preferences are considered by the system during its evaluation and
evolution stages, overcoming some of the limitations posed by fully
automatic fitness assignment strategies.
The system behaves as follows. The generative process begins
with the semantic analysis of the input text content to recognise
the emotions and colours associated with it. The resulting information influences the objectives evaluation. After analysing the
input text, the evolutionary process begins. We start by initialising
the population with random individuals, i.e. poster designs. Each
poster of the population is then evaluated in each objective and
its fitness assigned according to the fitness strategy selected. Afterwards, tournament selection is used to pick individuals, based
on their fitness, from the population to form the next generation.
To achieve this, crossover and mutation operators are applied on
the selected individuals to generate the new offspring. The next
generation will be created using an elitist process, joining these
new individuals with a preset number of the best individuals of
the current generation. This evolutionary process is repeated until
a stop criterion is fulfilled, e.g. a preset number of generations is
achieved or manual interruption by the user.

3.1

Semantic Analysis

The semantic analysis method examines the posters’ text to recognise its most important parts (i.e. the parts that should be emphasised in the layout). This method also recognises the colours most
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related to the content. The analysis is performed using lexiconbased approaches since there is needed an analysis at the word
level. The process begins with the subdivision of text into lines.
This division is based on the results of a Sentence Boundary Detection [53] algorithm, an optimal range of characters by line, and a
random factor. Next, the resulting lines are prepared for the lexicon
analyses by (i) removing the contracted word forms, (ii) replacing
abbreviations and slang expressions with formal forms, (iii) replacing the words by their lemmas, (iv) replacing negations expressions
by antonyms, (v) removing the stop words, and (vi) tokenising the
text. Subsequently, it performs lexicon-based analyses of the text.
This way, the resulting tokens are searched in a word-emotion association lexicon, developed by Mohammad and Turney [41], and in a
word-colour association lexicon developed by Mohammad [39, 40].
These lexicons were created by manual annotation and include the
most frequent terms in English. The word-emotion lexicon relates
the words to eight basic and prototypical emotions, i.e. anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and trust (see [46]).
The word-colour lexicon defines the intensity of the relationship
between words as 11 colours, i.e. black, blue, brown, green, grey,
orange, purple, pink, red, white, and yellow.
The results of the word-emotion analysis are grouped by line.
Thus, how more occurrences are recognised in a line, more important it considered this line on the text. Also, an optimal semantic
layout is defined based on the normalised emotional charge of
each line. The results of the word-colour analysis are presented
globally (i.e. the accumulative intensity of occurrences found in
the text by colour) and stored in a sorted list. We developed this
method using the natural language facility library fin [10] and the
Merriam-Webster Dictionary API [38].

3.2

Representation

Each poster design comprises a set of arranged text boxes typeset
in a certain colour. Thus, each poster is encoded as a sequence of
arrays of numbers (i.e. the genotype). The first array in the sequence
is a number and represents the typography colour, based on the
range of colours available (i.e. the colour configuration gene). The
following arrays are four-dimension arrays and encode the text
boxes typeface, font’s weight, height, and font size in percentages
of the height, respectively (i.e. the text boxes genes). Since the
content of the posters may have different lengths, the number of
text boxes and, so, the size of genotype may vary. We subdivided
the posters’ canvas into a one-column grid with multiple rows
that constraint the text boxes position and sizes. Perceptible poster
designs (i.e. phenotypes) are generated through the rendering of
the text boxes, according to the information encoded in genotype,
using P5.js [36].

3.3

Variation Operators

The evolutionary process begins with the random initialisation of
a population of posters. The colour configuration gene is randomly
assigned with one colour from the range of options available. The
text boxes genes are defined based on the number of lines resulting
from the semantic analysis (see subsection 3.1). Thus, for each line, it
defines one text box. The features of the text boxes are assigned by a
bespoke method. The typeface is randomly selected from the range
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of options available. The font’s weight is randomly selected from
the range of options available for the selected typeface. Although
selected at random, the text boxes’ height is defined by making sure
that all the text boxes on a poster fill all the poster’s height. This
way, it creates a random sequence of numbers with the same length
that the number of lines and its sum as the same as the number of
rows of the grid in the initialisation. After, it randomly assigns one
position of this list to each text box. The font size is always defined
at 100% of the height.
Poster designs are evolved iteratively through the employment of
crossover and mutation. Both operators preserve the validity of the
generated individuals. The crossover operator employs a uniform
crossover method (see [61]), which randomly selects whose parent
will give its gene to the children. This operator does not crossover
the values related to the height ensuring that all generated children
are valid individuals, i.e. their text boxes fulfil all the posters’ height.
The mutation operator consists of two methods: Independent,
and Swap. The Independent mutation method randomly selects a
gene and, subsequently, randomly selects a parameter in the gene
for mutation. Each type of parameter has its own mutation method.
If the colour configuration gene or the font’s weight parameter
is selected, it randomly defines a new value for the parameter,
according to the options available (i.e. the number of colours or
weights). Otherwise, if the text box’s height parameter is selected,
it randomly selects two genes, having one, at least, the height value
bigger than one. After, it decides what will be the gene that will
decrease the height and the one that will increase. This selection is
performed randomly unless one of the selected genes has the value
1 (in this case, the gene with the lowest value will increase its height
and the other will decrease). Finally, when the font size parameter
is selected, it decreases or increases this value by 1%. The direction
of this mutation is randomly calculated unless the value is already
in its minimum or maximum value. The Swap method randomly
selects two text boxes, and swaps the value of their genes.

3.4

Evaluation Objectives

The posters are evaluated based on three objectives: legibility, aesthetics, and semantics. Each objective measures a different communication feature of a poster. Their definition attempts to evaluate a
typographic poster considering their efficiency of communication,
along with the quality of their visual and conceptual language (see
[15]).
The legibility objective measures how readable is the content on
the posters. Thus, it measures if the width of the content, typeset on
the text box, is inside of the width of the poster and if the negative
space (i.e. space in background colour) is minimised as possible. The
legibility value of each text box is the difference between the width
of the posters and the width of the text box content when typeset.
After, this difference is normalised to assign a poor assessment
when text width exceeds the poster width and, at the same time,
progressively prejudice the text boxes when the negative space
surpasses a certain target amount. The overall legibility value is the
weighted arithmetic mean of the value of all text boxes. The weight
of each text box in the mean is automatically calculated based on
its height.
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The aesthetics objective measures how much of the poster design
is visually appealing according to a set of aesthetic measures for
typographic poster designs. These measures are based on the works
of Harrington et al. [23], Bringhurst [7] and Lupton [29]. Thus, the
aesthetics of a poster is evaluated according to its (i) alignment,
(ii) regularity, (iii) balance, (iv) negative space fraction, (v) composition security, and (vi) typography pairing. The overall value of the
aesthetics objective is the arithmetic mean of these attributes. The
alignment attribute measures how justified is the text, by calculating the distance between the horizontal position of the left edges in
neighbouring text boxes. The closer the vertical distance between
text boxes, the higher is the alignment score. The overall alignment
measure is the arithmetic mean of all distances. The regularity attribute measures how regular is the vertical placement of the text
boxes, by calculating the distances between the vertical positions
of the top edges in neighbouring text boxes. The balance attribute
measures how much of the poster is centrally balanced. The centre
balance of a poster is the difference between the centre of its visual
weight and its visual centre and calculated as proposed by Harrington et al. [23]. The negative space fraction is the absolute difference
between the current percentage of coloured in background colour
and a certain target percentage threshold. The composition security
attribute measures if the text boxes positioned near the edges of
the poster are secure and do not appear to fall off. This value is the
minimum value of the top and bottom edges of all text boxes. The
typography pairing attribute is the arithmetic mean of the pairing
scores of the typeface used on the poster. If only one typeface is
used on the poster, this measure is not considered.
The semantics objective measures how much of the posters’ visual characteristics convey the semantic meaning of their content.
In the context of this work, the posters should emphasise the most
important parts of their content on the layout. We considered that
the most important parts are those with more word-emotions occurrences. Also, the typography colour should be related to the content,
once the use of colours that match the message can strengthen the
communication of the same message [40]. Thus, the semantics
value of a poster is the arithmetic mean between the evaluation of
the appropriateness of (i) layout and (ii) typography colour. The
appropriateness of the layout is computed considering the optimal
semantic layout. This way, for each text box, it calculates the distance between its current height and its optimal height. The overall
value is the arithmetic mean of all distances. The appropriateness
of a typography colour is calculated, taking into consideration the
word-colour analysis. One poster’s typography colour conveys the
semantic meaning if it is the colour most related to it. Thus, its value
is the normalised distance, in the number of positions on the sorted
list, between the employed colour and the optimal colour. Optimal
semantic layout and the word-colour analysis results sorted list are
defined earlier (see subsection 3.1).

3.5

Fitness Assignment Strategies

We implemented three automatic strategies to fitness the individuals generated by the system: multi-criteria hardwired fitness function approach, multi-objective optimisation approach, and hybrid
approach. The definition of the quality of a poster is a contextual
and subjective task influence by multiple factors. In this sense,
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Table 1: Experimental parameters.
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Generations
Population size
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Phenotype size

250
30
0.8
0.7
298px × 420px

Poster margin
Poster grid
Visual centre vertical offset
Target percentage of negative space

15px
26 × 1
1/12
50%

graphic designers are the most responsible for evaluating their creative process, editing (or curating) iteratively the outcomes based
on the briefing, the tradition and the clients’ expectations [15, 57].
The developed fitness assignment strategies are aligned with these
characteristics of the GD process, supplying different manners to
edit the system’s creative process and distinct ways of combining
the three evaluation objectives. Also, the users can define what is
the fitness assignment strategy used and swaps it over the generation. This way, they may decide whose strategy is more proper,
in each moment, according to their empirical observation of the
evolution.
The multi-criteria hardwired fitness assignment strategy considers that quality posters are those that fully satisfy all the objectives.
However, each objective can have a different weight on the evaluation. Therefore, this strategy considers that the quality of a poster is
measured by the weighted arithmetic mean of the three objectives.
Users may define the weight of each objective on the mean and
fine-tune it over the generation.
The multi-objective optimisation approach strategy implements
an Elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NGGA-II) [13]
to fitness the posters. This strategy considers that quality posters are
those that promote more innovative and distinctive relationships
between the three objectives (either optimisation, minimisation
or balance). The fitness of each individual is defined by the rank
of the front, where it is placed in the non-domination sort of the
population. It organises the population in fronts as proposed by Deb
et al. [13]. The crowding distance is also considered in the selection
of the individuals during the tournament. Since this strategy is
very destructive for the population, we implemented a bespoke
elite mechanism that stores in the elite pool all the individuals on
the non-dominated front (guaranteeing that, at least, 50% of the
individuals on population are from the new offspring). The users
may also define the objectives that they want to optimise. In these
scenarios, it stores only the individuals that fulfil these preferences.
The hybrid approach combines a hardwired fitness function part
with a multi-objective optimisation approach part. This strategy
considers that quality posters should always be readable and present
innovative and distinctive relationships between the semantics and
aesthetics objectives (either balance or optimisation/minimisation).
Thus, it fitness each poster by calculating the weighted arithmetic
mean of legibility measure (the hardwired part) with the relation between the semantics and aesthetics objectives (the multi-objective
part). The relation between the aesthetics and the semantics objectives is computed similarly to the multi-objective optimisation
approach strategy; however, it only uses two objectives. Crowding
distance is also used in case of a tie in the tournament. Although a

minimum size has defined, the elite pool size may vary in the cases
that the best-ranked individuals share the same legibility evaluation
and be placed in the non-dominated front concerning aesthetics and
semantics objectives. As in the multi-criteria hardwired strategy,
users may define, and refine, the weights of each part of the mean.

4

EXPERIMENTATION

We conduct three experiments on the present system to study how
evolution is affected by the proposed fitness assignment strategies. Although the system evolution can be affected by contextual,
textual, and user-related factors, here, we are only focused on understanding how each evaluation strategy influences the evolution.
This way, we conducted these experiments by evolving posters from
the same contents and under the same settings, albeit changing the
fitness assignment strategy. In these experiments, any preference
is not changed during evolution and all the colours available are
used. The posters were generated using the type family Bureau
Grot, by David Berlow (1989), loaded using Adobe Typekit service
[1]. Concerning the posters’ content, we used three text quotes
with different lengths and purposes: (i) "How amazing! How many
wonderful creatures there are here! Mankind is so beautiful! Oh, what
a wonderful new world, that has such people in it!" by Shakespeare
[56, Scheme 1, Act 5]; (ii) "There is no document of civilization which
is not at the same time a document of barbarism" by Benjamin [3,
p. 256]; and (iii) "the work of memory [...] collapses time" by Sontag
[59, p. 115]. The experimental setup was defined by empirical exploration and summarised in table 1. The project’s repository, demonstration videos, more examples and the settings sheets employed
in these experiments are accessible in cdv.dei.uc.pt/evoposter/.

4.1

Multi-criteria Hardwired Fitness Function
Strategy

The multi-criteria hardwired fitness function strategy evaluates
each poster by the weighted arithmetic mean of the three objectives. We empirically defined the weight of each objective as 90% to
legibility, 5% to aesthetics, and 5% to semantics. The elite size was
defined at 1. We established a high legibility weight to force the
system to generate readable poster designs, whatever the length
and semantic meaning of the text. Figure 1 displays some outputs
generated by the system, employing this evaluation strategy.
This strategy allows the generation of readable and finished
posters from scratch. Visually observing the outputs, one can note
that the visual diversity between posters with the same content is
often reduced, both at chromatic and layout levels. We observed
that the results’ diversity is directly related to data from semantic
analysis. Thus, texts with a weak emotional charge or a uniform
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distribution of emotional charge generate populations of posters
with more diversity and vice versa. Regarding the typography colour,
there is similar behaviour. Moreover, we noticed that the system
generates faster legible outputs when the text is longer since the
number of possible layouts decreases. Due to the same reason,
longer posters’ contents generate more similar populations.
Figure 2 demonstrates the progression of individuals’ fitness in
the population and the corresponding objectives’ evaluation. These
charts display that high fitness values are reached in a few generations and, in the initial stages, the evolution is faster than in the
later stages. Although the fitness does not reach the maximum theoretical value, the best individuals in the population achieve a high
fitness value and high evaluation in legibility and semantics (both
above 0.9 out of 1). We observed that high aesthetics evaluations are
not too frequently achieved on the results, because the evaluation
of this objective is more dependent on the features of the content
(e.g. size, lines, number of words per line, etc.). Also, this objective
tends to be constrained by legibility, since the readable layouts
often cannot satisfy all the aesthetics measures. Nevertheless, it is
visible an increase in the aesthetic evaluations over the generations.

4.2

Rebelo et al.

Figure 2: Progression of the posters’ fitness (left) and objectives’ evaluation (right) over the generations. In the left
chart, the solid black line presents the fitness of the bestranked individual, the solid grey line presents the fitness
of the worse individual, and the dotted line presents the
average fitness of the population. In the right chart, the
blue, green and red lines display the evaluation of legibility,
aesthetics, and semantics objectives, respectively. The solid
lines represent the best individual and the dotted lines the
population’s average. The visualised data is the average of
60 runs.

Multi-objective Optimisation Strategy

The multi-objective optimisation strategy assesses each poster
based on their non-domination on population. Therefore, this strategy promotes the novelty search, looking for unique designs. Figure
3 present some typical posters generated by the system, employing
this evaluation strategy.
This strategy cannot guarantee the generation of fully readable
and finished posters (see the bottom line of Figure 3). This occurs because, in some individuals, it minimises the legibility over the other
objectives (i.e. it optimises the aesthetics and/or the semantics). Due
to the same reason, legible posters sometimes are discarded from
the population in favour of unreadable ones. We noted that the probability of generating legible posters is lower when text is not too
small or not too long (c. 70–130 characters). This happens because
this kind of text does not impose significant layout restrictions
(such happens when the text is longer) and not enable flexibility in
layout variations (such happens when the text is shorter). Visually
observing the results, it is possible to see that longer texts generate
more centred compositions than in the other strategies (this type
of compositions has a higher aesthetic evaluation). When the user
requests the optimisation of the legibility, the system appears to
often produce readable outputs (see Figure 4).
Figure 5 illustrates the progression of objectives evaluation in
the best-ranked individual and the population over the generations.
These graphs illustrate that the use of this strategy produces an
inconstant and destructive evolution. However, we observed that

Figure 3: Typical best-ranked individuals evolved by a multiobjective optimisation approach.

Figure 4: Typical best-ranked individuals evolved by a multiobjective optimisation approach, optimising the legibility
objective. These posters were generated aside from the presented experiments.

Figure 5: Progression of the objectives evaluation of the bestranked individual (left) and population (right). Legibility,
aesthetics, and semantics objectives are represented by blue,
red, and green lines, respectively. The visualised data is the
average of 60 runs.
Figure 1: Typical best-ranked individuals evolved by a multicriteria hardwired approach.
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Figure 6: Typical best-ranked individuals evolved by a hybrid approach.

the objectives evaluation increase during the evolution (both in the
best-ranked individuals and the population). We also notice that
the aesthetic evaluation, on average, maintains a low evaluation
over the generations. As previously mentioned, this is related to
the specific dependencies of this evaluation. Nevertheless, high aesthetic value individuals are frequently visualised in the population
when this strategy is employed. Although the system achieves high
semantics and legibility evaluations, evolution is unsteady.

4.3
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Figure 7: Progression of the posters’ fitness (left) and objectives’ evaluation (right) over the generations. In the left
chart, the solid black line presents the fitness of the bestranked individual(s), the solid grey line presents the fitness
of the worse individual, and the dotted line displays the average fitness of the individuals in the population. In the right
chart, the blue, green, and red lines display the evaluation of
legibility, aesthetics, and semantics objectives, respectively.
The solid lines present the evaluation of the best individuals
and the dotted lines the average population. The visualised
data is the average of 60 runs.

Hybrid Strategy

The hybrid strategy evaluates each poster by the weighted arithmetic mean of two parts: a hardwired part (the legibility objective),
and a multi-objective optimisation part (the relation between aesthetics and semantics objectives). The value of the multi-objective
part is defined by the ranking of the front where the individual
belongs, after the organisation of population based on the dominance (i.e. non-dominant posters have maximum evaluation). We
defined the minimum elite size as 1. We empirically defined the
weight of 90% to hardwired part and 10% to multi-objective part. We
determined a high legibility weight to force the system to generate
readable designs, whatever the length and semantic meaning of
the text. Figure 6 unveils some outputs generated by the system,
employing this evaluation strategy.
This strategy to fitness also allows the generation of readable
and finished poster designs from scratch. We noted that the visual
diversity of individuals is slightly higher, compared with a multicriteria hardwired fitness function strategy. The posters also are
more related to letterpress’ aesthetics. The increase of the visual
diversity is related to the multi-objective approach part since the
best-ranked individuals do not need to fully satisfy the aesthetics
and semantics objectives, but only present a non-dominant relationship between these two objectives. We observed that this strategy
evolves well-evaluated poster designs faster when the content is
longer. However, how much longer is the content, fewer is the
visual diversity of outputs.
Figure 7 illustrates the progression of individuals’ fitness in the
population and the corresponding objectives’ evaluation. To fully
understand the progression fitness, the two charts should be viewed
together, since the relation between aesthetics and semantics is not
a quantitative value, i.e. it corresponds to the rank of the front
that the individual belongs to. Although the fitness value does not
reach the maximum theoretical value, we notice that high fitness
values are attained in a few generations. Also, we observe that similar, or higher, fitness and legibility evaluations are achieved, when
compared to the multi-criteria hardwired strategy; however, the
evolution is slower. On average, the aesthetics objective maintains
lower evaluation values. As previously mentioned, this is related

to the specific dependencies of the evaluation of this objective. On
the other hand, the semantics evaluation value is lower and more
unstable, when compared with the other strategies. We also note
that this strategy is not so destructive as the multi-objective optimisation approach. One can observe that in the earlier stages of
evolution, the evaluation of aesthetics and semantics achieves similar, or sometimes higher values, than in some later generations. It is
also perceptible that in some earlier stages the average evaluation
of these objectives in the population is above the evaluation of the
fittest individuals in the population. The reason is that legibility acts
like a constraint, disregarding individuals that promote relations
between aesthetics and semantics objectives that do not favour
the posters’ legibility. Nevertheless, the values of the evaluation of
aesthetics and semantics objectives are always directly related to
the characteristics of the content.

5

CONCLUSION

We presented an evolutionary system for the automatic typeset of
letterpress-inspired poster designs. We proposed a poster evaluation measure based on three objectives: legibility, semantics and
aesthetics. Each objective assesses one different communication
characteristic of the generated posters. Also, three automatic strategies were presented to calculate the fitness of the individuals: multicriteria hardwired fitness function, multi-objective optimisation
approach, and hybrid fitness function. We conducted a series of
experiments to explore and evaluate the behaviour of the system
using each one of the proposed fitness assignment strategies.
The experimental results demonstrated that the multi-criteria
hardwired and hybrid strategies allow the autonomous generation
of finished and communicative posters. Overall, the two strategies
achieved comparable results. The hybrid strategy achieved slightly
better results in terms of visual diversity and legibility evaluation.
On the other hand, the multi-criteria hardwired strategy achieved
slightly better results in terms of semantic evaluation and evolutionary convergence speed. The multi-objective optimisation strategy,
in contrast, generated unstable populations and did not ensure the
generation of finished and communicative posters, especially when
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the content was not too long or too shorter. Nevertheless, this strategy developed individuals with higher aesthetics evaluations and
created more visual diverse populations.
The results also revealed a high potential for the combined use
of the three fitness assignment strategies during evolution and this
way achieve reliable results that meet different goals. For instance,
the user may use the hybrid strategy for multi-purpose needs, the
multi-objective strategy to increase visual diversity within the population, and the multi-criteria hardwired strategy to fine-tune the
best individuals on the population. However, further studies are
needed to understand how the swap between strategies should be
performed automatically. Currently, users can already perform this
change interactively based on their observation of the evolutionary
process.
This system suggests how creative coding tools and CC approaches, especially EC, can be employed with success to automatically generate communication artefacts. Also, it reveals the potential of these approaches in GD future practices. Besides the ability of the system to generate finished and communicative posters
from scratch, we also observed that the system is a functional cocreativity tool. The system generates posters in an automatic and
customised way, considering the users’ preferences to circumvent
the common limitation of the automatic evolutionary systems and
the user fatigue typically caused by IEC. We believe that systems
like this are useful tools for stimulating and foster the users’ creativity and inspiration (mostly graphic designers), especially in the
earlier and most exploratory stages of their design processes. They
enable the exploration of multiple conceptual and visual perspectives when users design posters, in an easier, faster and effortless
manner.
Future work on this system will focus on (i) further evaluation of
the quality of generated outputs to understand if they are aligned
with the expectation of users and stakeholders; (ii) further study
and testing of the use of this system as a co-creativity tool by users;
(iii) implementation of an adaptive evaluation method that automatically suggests and/or swaps between fitness assignment strategies;
(iv) creation of an interface that enables the user to interactively
define the aesthetics principles related to the evaluation of aesthetics objective; (v) adaptation of the system evaluation to enable the
evolution of posters inspired in other aesthetics styles; (vi) implementation of a method to the automatic gathering of the typefaces
and the definition of their pairing (using e.g. Adobe Typekit Webfonts or Google Fonts APIs); and (vii) adaptation of the system to
include images and illustrations.
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